
3dtotal Textures
The Total Textures collection is a library of over 1,900 individually hand-crafted textures. Each 
texture comes complete with colour, bump and specular maps – and in some cases alpha 
maps, too. With 19 DVDs in total – available as discs or downloads – the collection covers 
everything from clean architectural textures to fantasy and sci-fi details.

Vol. 4 Humans and 
Creatures

Vol. 18
Sky Textures

Vol. 11
Alien Organic

Vol. 5
Dirt and Graffiti

Vol. 19 Destroyed and 
Damaged

Vol. 12 Around the 
World - Part 1

Vol. 6
Clean Textures

Vol. 13 Around the 
World - Part 2

Vol. 7
Sci-fi 

Vol. 14
Fantasy Textures

Vol. 1
General Textures

Vol. 15
Toon Textures

Vol. 8
Vehicles

Vol. 2
Aged and Stressed

Vol. 16 Architectural 
Showroom

Vol. 9 Ancient Tribes 
and Civilizations

Vol. 3
Bases and Layers

Vol. 17
Urban Extras 

Vol. 10
Trees and Plants

Total Textures DVDs are available individually or in bundles.
For more information visit www.3dtotal.com/textures

3dtotal is also behind the free texture and reference library, www.freetextures.3dtotal.com

3dtotal Books
3dtotal Publishing creates a range of high-quality books for CG and traditional artists, covering everything from 
3D to digital painting and sculpting. The premise for these books is to provide top-quality content that will inspire 
and educate the next generation of digital artists, while also offering professionals the chance to improve their 
skills and pick up new techniques. 3dtotal Publishing has an extensive portfolio of books featuring detailed 
tutorials and breakdowns for a wide variety of CG software, including Photoshop, 3ds Max and ZBrush. 

For more information visit www.3dtotal.com/books

3dtotal’s Anatomical Collection
Since the launch of 3dtotal’s first male anatomical reference figure in 2013, development on a complete range of 
affordable figures has been underway. The collection aims to offer everyone a chance to own a quality anatomical 
reference figure without paying the heavy price-tag usually associated with the privilege. The 11-inch male anatomical 
reference figure features an athletic build in a neutral pose, and is cast in grey resin to make the variation in the surfaces 
and directional flow of the muscles visible and easy to understand. He’s the perfect desktop reference for 3D, 2D and 
traditional artists alike.

A female anatomical figure is in the making and will be available in 2014. 
Register your interest at www.3dtotal.com/anatomy-figure/female

See the full range of products at www.3dtotal.com/shop
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